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Harry Houdini

1 A hundred years ago, people loved vaudeville (pronounced

vah-duh-vill) shows. Vaudeville shows had many kinds of

performers. There were acrobats, dancers, actors, musicians, and

trained animals. One performer, Harry Houdini, was a magician.

People loved his shows. Houdini became famous. He began to do

escape tricks and his fame grew. Soon Houdini was touring all

through the United States. He even went to England, France,

Germany, and beyond. Harry Houdini was one of the world’s first

international celebrities.

Early Years

2 Houdini’s family was from Hungary, a country in Europe. The

family moved to Appleton, Wisconsin in 1878. Harry’s father was a

Jewish rabbi, or pastor, but he lost his job. They needed money for

the young family. Harry moved with his father to New York City.

There, Harry began working as a child performer. Harry learned to

walk on a tightrope and swing on a trapeze. They called him

“Ehrich, Prince of the Air.” Harry found that he could earn a little bit

of money by entertaining small crowds. As a teenager Harry

discovered magic. He trained with a professional magician. After

much practice, Harry began earning money with simple card tricks.

Professional Success

3 As a grown-up, Harry did shows with his brother at a Coney

Island amusement park. That’s where he met his wife, Bess. They

married in 1894. Bess worked with Houdini as his stage assistant.

An agent named Martin Beck saw Harry’s talent. Beck tried to get

people to come to Harry’s magic act. They noticed the biggest

crowds came to see Houdini’s handcuff-escape act. Beck told

Harry to do more escape tricks. Soon, thousands of people came

to Houdini’s shows to see him escape. Houdini called the police

chief in each city he visited. The police would put Harry in the city’s

best handcuffs. Houdini would step behind a curtain and make lots

of grunts and groans. The crowd would get worried and excited.

Then Harry would come out from behind the curtain, his wrists free

of the handcuffs. He waved and gestured grandly to the crowd,

1 Look at the timeline. When

did Harry change his name?

A After he married Bess

B After moving to Wisconsin

C After moving to New York

D When he became famous

2 What structure did the author

use in paragraphs 2 and 3?

F Time Order

G Lock and Key

H Fact and Opinion

J Question and Answer

1874 – Ehrich Weiss (Harry Houdini) is born in Budapest, Hungary.

1878 – The Weiss family moves to Wisconsin.

1887 – Ehrich moves to New York and begins performing.

1893 – Harry Houdini marries Bess. She becomes his partner.

1899 – Harry meets Martin Beck and begins to have real success.

1891 – Ehrich begins calling himself Harry Houdini.

1900 – Harry performs in Europe and becomes world famous.

9Dii 9Diii

breathless and smiling. No handcuffs, he proclaimed, could bind

him for more than a few minutes. The crowds loved his act. Houdini

soon learned that entertaining large crowds could earn a young

man a large amount of money. Houdini’s reputation soared.

4 Harry invented new escapes.

He escaped from jail cells. He

escaped from straightjackets while

hanging from skyscrapers. He

escaped from underwater tanks. This was all while tied, chained

and cuffed in irons. Harry Houdini was a true escape artist. He was

so good that no one knew how he managed to escape each time.

They didn’t realize the truth until many years after his death!
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10 Which sentence from the selection best shows that Houdini was

famous throughout the world?

F Harry learned to walk on a tightrope and swing on a trapeze.

G Soon, thousands of people came to Houdini’s shows to see him

escape.

H He even went to England, France, Germany, and beyond.

J Houdini soon learned that entertaining large crowds could earn a

young man a large amount of money.
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5 Look at this sentence from the selection.

The figurative language in this sentence helps the reader

understand that –

A Harry Houdini often performed high above the stage

B Harry Houdini was becoming very famous

C Mr. Beck, Houdini’s agent and manager, was wealthy

D even though he was successful, Houdini felt disappointed

4 Why did Harry Houdini first begin working as an entertainer?

F He wanted to help his family earn money.

G His wife, Bess, was an entertainer on Coney Island.

H He had always been fascinated with vaudeville acts.

J Martin Beck encouraged him to try new escape acts.

6 Houdini began to experience great professional success after –

F he married his lifelong sweetheart, Bess

G performing on the trapeze with his father in New York

H Mr. Beck encouraged him to focus on escape acts in his show

J he moved to Wisconsin with his family

3 In the first paragraph, the author explains vaudeville acts in order

to –

A entertain the reader with historical trivia and details

B show how Harry Houdini escaped from handcuffs

C remind the reader of other famous international celebrities

D help the reader understand Harry Houdini’s success as a

professional magician 8 What is the most likely reason the author included the drawing of

the handcuffs?

F To encourage young readers to become magicians

G To help readers visualize Harry’s amazing escapes

H To remind readers not to practice dangerous tricks at home

J To teach readers how to draw handcuffs

9 After reading the selection, the reader can conclude that –

A Harry Houdini was the best magician that ever lived

B men make better magicians than women

C Harry was a successful magician because he was very creative

and he worked very hard

D Harry was famous because he changed his name

7 The section titled “Professional Success” was included to –

A describe Houdini’s family and personal life

B provide information about Houdini’s acrobatic shows

C teach readers how Harry performed his amazing tricks

D show readers how Harry worked hard to become successful

Houdini’s reputation soared.

10A

6B

10D

6G

6F

6H

10C

10B
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8 Jerome had to think about

Ulysses’ text. Jerome couldn’t see

how jazz was anything like a

game. Games were fun because

they had rules. When you knew the rules, you could win. Jazz

sounded like the musicians were just making up the song as they

went. He knew that was called improvisation.

9 Ulysses thought for a

minute. Then he explained

how musicians and coders

were alike.

10 Jerome thought he

understood.

11 Ulysses liked the idea.

It helped explain why he liked

Mrs. Jefferson’s class. But he

noticed Jerome frowning.

12 Ulysses read Jerome’s

message a few times before

responding. The answer

seemed obvious to him. Why

didn’t Jerome see it?

13 Jerome could suddenly

see what Ulysses meant.

14 Ulysses nearly laughed

out loud. He loved Spacetopia.

15 Jerome had an idea.

He knew his mom wouldn’t

mind, so he invited Ulysses

over for dinner.

16 Ulysses was pleased

with the invitation. The boys

both worked on their projects,

listening to smooth jazz with

shared earbuds.
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A New Way to Listen

1 Jerome enjoyed his digital coding class. Learning to write

computer programs was hard, but Jerome had a plan. He was

going to be an app designer when he grew up. Everybody said

Jerome was a logical kind of guy. Coding was just math and logic;

Jerome was learning.

2 Ulysses sat next to Jerome. He was a little different. Music and

art were his favorite classes. Still, Ulysses also seemed to enjoy

coding. He had created a cool game that was kind of like ping-

pong. The color of the ball changed every time the ball changed

direction. Jerome was impressed and a little jealous of Ulysses’

first game project.

3 Today, as usual, Ulysses was listening to music on his

earbuds. Mrs. Jefferson let the students listen to music while

working. Jerome had trouble coding and listening to music at the

same time. Music distracted him. Still, he wondered what Ulysses

was listening to. He typed a quick message to Ulysses. Mrs.

Jefferson encouraged the kids to use the

classes’ online chat feature with other students

while working, so long as they were productive.

4 Ulysses face brightened for a moment when the message

popped up on his chat sidebar. His keyboard

clattered as his fingers danced over the keys.

5 Ulysses pulled an earbud out of his right

ear and passed it over to Jerome. Jerome put

the earbud in his left ear. He was willing to take a little break from

his project. He was actually kind of stuck. Jerome listened to the

music for a few minutes while he tried to figure out his program.

The problem was a bit tricky, but he didn’t want

to ask Mrs. Jefferson for help yet. A new

message popped up.

6 Jerome typed. He didn’t want to offend

Ulysses, but he wasn’t really into jazz.

7 Ulysses smiled at Jerome’s response and

typed.

What are you

listening to? -J

Some smooth

jazz. Check it

out. -U

What do you

think? -U

I don’t get it. It

sounds kind of

random. -J

It’s like a computer game. -U

That doesn’t make sense. -J

Ok, try this: musicians are like

coders, making new games. Music

is the programming language. -U

We play the game by listening? -J

Right! And great musicians are like

master coders. -U

So why don’t I like jazz? I like other

music. -J

There are some games you like

more than others, too. Right? -U

I like games that give you a map, or

instructions, and you have to get

somewhere. Like Spacetopia. -J

That’s my jam. -U

Wanna come over tonight? We can

play Spacetopia. I could actually

use a little help on a coding problem

with my game, too. -J

Yesss! I’ll have to ask my mom. -U
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8 Look at this chat message from Ulysses in paragraph 16.

The misspelling Yesss shows the reader that –

F the author didn’t carefully edit the story’s text

G Ulysses is a poor speller

H Mrs. Jefferson has turned off the auto-correct feature

J Ulysses feels excited to spend time at Jerome’s house

9 Look at this sentence from paragraph 6.

The idiom in the sentence tells the reader that Jerome –

A does not really enjoy jazz music

B really loves listening to jazz music

C does not know how to play jazz music on a musical instrument

D cannot get inside of jazz music
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3 Which of the following best describes Ulysses in this story?

A Ulysses is Jerome’s best friend and a frequent gaming partner.

B Ulysses can’t understand the logic of math and computer coding.

C Ulysses is a creative and artistic student in Mrs. Jefferson’s class.

D Ulysses has few friends because he prefers online gaming.

2 What is the main story problem?

F Jerome cannot figure out a tricky computer coding problem.

G Jerome has trouble understanding Ulysses’ description of jazz.

H Ulysses needs his mom’s permission to spend time with Jerome.

J Ulysses and Jerome disagree about listening to music.

4 The story’s dialogue is unique in this selection because –

F the main characters never speak to each other, but carry on a

conversation using an online chat feature

G Ulysses and Jerome do not really know each other very well

H it shows how two different students learn to like the same game

J the boys discuss jazz music and a technology project

1 While the characters in this story have an online conversation,

the story’s action takes place –

A in a classroom C at Jerome’s house

B on a digital message board D before school

6 Which of the following is an important theme from the story?

F The best friendships usually begin online.

G It is important for friends to like the same kinds of music.

H It is hard to listen to people who enjoy listening to jazz music.

J Computer programs and music are both creative and logical.

7 From context, the reader can tell that improvisation in paragraph

8 means –

A making up stories that sound realistic

B inventing a song as you play it

C listening carefully to all sides of an argument

D practicing a musical piece to mastery

5 How does the reader know the story uses 3rd-person perspective?

A The story is about computers and music.

B There are three characters in the story.

C A person outside of the story is telling the story.

D Ulysses is telling his own story.

Yesss! I’ll have to ask my mom.

He didn’t want to offend Ulysses, but he wasn’t really into jazz.

8A

3B

10F

3D10E

9F

8B

8C

8D
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Writing Challenge

1 We’ve been learning about rhyme, stanzas, meter, verse and

imagery,” Mr. Daley announced. “Now you have an assignment.”

Simon’s hand shot up. “Yes, Simon. I imagine that you’d like to

guess this week’s writing challenge?”

2 “You want us to write poetry!” Simon almost shouted. Simon

could be excitable. Simon’s best friend, Rafa, called him a spaz.

3 “Yes, but you won’t begin the poem.” Mr. Daley explained. “I’ll

give you the first line to a famous poem, and you have to finish a

stanza. You can use any rhyme scheme, any meter or even blank

verse.” Mr. Daley looked around the room. “Let’s make a limit. You

can write no more than six-line stanzas. Make sure you include

figurative language, imagery and a compelling theme. Oh, and you

may work with a partner, but everyone has to write their own

stanzas.”

4 Simon and Rafa looked at each other. They loved working

together. Mr. Daley finished giving instructions, and the students all

began preparing for their language arts centers. Rafa and Simon

went straight to the Writer’s Challenge. Rafa grabbed a cue card

and read aloud. “Two roads diverged in a yellow wood…” She set

the card on the table between their notebooks. Simon’s head was

down, and his pencil danced over the page of his notebook. Rafa

leaned over the desk to read over his shoulder.

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood.

Woods aren’t yellow, they should be green.

And when I say should,

well, you know what I mean.

5 She looked skeptical. “Well, it rhymes. But the first lines are

too long. It sounds awkward.” Simon was shaking his head. “And

besides, there’s no imagery or figurative language.”

6 “OK, genius,” Simon said in a matter-of-fact way, “let’s hear

your poem.”

7 “Sure, but I’ll need a new cue card. That one doesn’t inspire

me.”

8 Simon watched as she chose a new card. She read, “Some

say the world will end in fire.” Rafa hesitated. “Wow, that’s kind of

dark.” She chewed her lip and then started writing.

Some say the world will end in fire.

They imagine an ending dire;

Who knows what the end might bring?

The end could be a heavenly thing!

9 “Well, yeah,” Simon stammered, “I guess that’s pretty good.”

10 “Good?” Rafa bragged. “That’s A+ poetry. You just saw a true

world-class performance.” Simon reached for a new cue card.

11 “A Bird, came down the Walk,” Simon read. “Hmmm, odd

capitalization. A natural subject. An urban setting.”

12 Rafa rolled her eyes. “Just write, Professor.” Simon scribbled.

A Bird, came down the Walk

Oddly, he ran

a puffed-up Crow, remarked

“Haste makes waste, friend Robin”

the Robin smiled through his beak

For he knew, the Early Bird Gets the Worm

13 “I think now you’re inspired,” Rafa said. “That’s a really great

poem.” Simon beamed.

1 Mr. Daley explains to his class that literary elements like rhyme,

stanzas, meter and verse are all features of –

A poetry C fiction

B language D writing 9A
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4 After Mr. Daley gave the class a writing assignment, Rafa and

Simon –

F argue about Simon’s writing skills

G find a way to write the perfect poem together

H work together to write and review each other’s poetry

J write a poem about a muse who talks like a bird

3 When Rafa describes A+ poetry in paragraph 10, she is –

A bragging about the poem she wrote

B reading Mr. Daley’s poetry prompt from a cue card

C praising Simon’s second attempt to write a poem

D teasing Mr. Daley about a creative writing assignment

5 Which of the following shows the rhyme scheme of Simon’s first

poem in paragraph 4?

A AABB C ABAB

B ABCD D ABBA

2 The word excitable in paragraph 2 means that Simon –

F sometimes feels excited H is not able to feel excited

G never feels excitement J becomes excited easily

7 Read the sentence from paragraph 13.

This sentence shows that –

A Rafa thinks Simon’s second poem is much better than his first

poem

B Mr. Daley has given Rafa the task of grading Simon’s daily work

C she offers Simon praise even though she doesn’t really like his

poem

D Rafa would rather write her own poems than work with Simon in

a writing center

8 Which sentence from Rafa and Simon’s conversation in

paragraphs 5-12 provides an example of hyperbole?

F “That’s a really great poem.”

G “Well, yeah,” Simon stammered, “I guess that’s pretty good.”

H You just saw a true world-class performance.

J “Haste makes waste, friend Robin”

6 Rafa argues that Simon’s first attempt to write a poem is weak

because –

F Simon has failed to use a consistent rhyme pattern

G the poem doesn’t have imagery and figurative language

H he isn’t inspired to write

J Mr. Daley’s assignment was too hard for Simon

“I think now you’re inspired,” Rafa said.

7D

9Ei

9Eii

3C

9B

9Eiii

10G

9Di

9 Look at this diagram of details from paragraph 5.

Which phrase best completes the diagram?

A Elements of Poetry C Simon’s Muse

B Why Woods Are Yellow D Problems with Simon’s Poem

Irregular

Meter

Lack of

Imagery

Lack of

Figurative

Language
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Herman wrote a paper about Benjamin Franklin. Read Herman’s

paper and look for any REVISIONS he needs to make. Then

answer the questions that follow.

(1) Most people know he was one of the Founding Fathers, an

important scientist, and a famous writer. (2) Franklin was also a

creative inventor.

(3) One of Benjamin Franklin’s most useful inventions was the

lightning rod. (4) A big wire connects it to the ground. (5) The metal

in the rod attracts lightning during a storm. (6) The lightning hits the

rod, travels down the wire to the ground, and saves the building.

(7) Franklin also invented a stove. (8) During his time, houses

had fireplaces. (9) They just warmed the area right in front of them.

(10) Franklin’s stove was cast-iron, so it held the heat from the fire.

(11) The stoves sat away from the wall and heated the whole room.

(12) Franklin also had fun inventions. (13) When he was just 11,

he made his own swim fins. (14) These paddles attached to his

hands. (15) These paddles helped him move faster in the water.

(16) Benjamin Franklin he was an important writer, scientist, and

politician. (17) His work changed the course of American history.

(18) However, his interesting and useful inventions are important

because they changed people’s everyday lives.
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1 Which of the following would make the best introduction?

A Benjamin Franklin was born on Milk Street in Boston.

B Benjamin Franklin is important in American history for many

different reasons.

C Benjamin Franklin did not invent lightning.

D Benjamin Franklin wrote Poor Richard’s Almanack.

5 What word should be deleted from sentence 16?

A Franklin C he

B and D politician

2 Herman forgot to add the following detail to paragraph 2.

Where should this sentence be placed?

F After sentence 1

G Between sentences 3 and 4

H At the very beginning of the second paragraph

J At the end of the second paragraph

This is a metal rod that is put on top of tall buildings.

3 Herman wants to use a more specific word than the word big in

sentence 4. Which word best replaces the word big?

A bigger C tall

B long D gigantic

4 What’s the best way to combine sentences 14 and 15?

F These paddles attached to his hands and helped him move

faster in the water.

G These paddles attached to his hands, and these paddles moved

faster in the water.

H These paddles attached to his hands faster in water.

J These paddles attached, and moved faster in the water.

11Bi

11Bii

11C

11C

11C
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Yuri wrote the following paper about a hero in his life. Read Yuri’s

paper for any EDITS he should make.

(1) My hero is my older brother Ivan. (2) One time, Ivan saved

my life. (3) We were on vacation in galveston. (4) Ivan and I were

swimming in the ocean. (5) I didn’t realize I had gotten to far from

shore. (6) I couldn’t swim back, and I was getting very tired. (7) I

tried to call for help, no one heard me. (8) I thought I was going to

drown. (9) Then Ivan swims out to save me. (10) He pulled me out

of the water and dragged me to shore. (11) It was so scary.

(12) After that, I never wanted to swim. (13) The next time we

went to Galveston, I played on the beach while Ivan played in the

ocean. (14) Ivan felt bad for me. (15) He came back at the beach,

and we built sandcastles for a while. (16) Then Ivan took my bucket

and filled it with water. (17) He poured the water all over me and

ran laughing into the wavees. (18) I immediate jumped up and ran

after him for revenge. (19) Soon we were playing and splashing

each other in the water. (20) Such a fun day.

(21) That night, I realized that Ivan had been helping myself.

(22) He did’nt want me to be afraid of the water anymore, so he

thought of a way to make it fun. (23) When I get big like Ivan, I want

to be kind like him. (24) He is the best bigger brother ever!

1 What change should be

made in sentence 3?

A Capitalize galveston

B Change were to we’re

C Change on to of

D Change We to Us
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3 What change is necessary in sentence 7?

A I tried to call for help no one heard me.

B I tried to call for help, but no one heard me.

C I tried to call for help, so no one heard me.

D I tried to call for help but no one heard me.

4 What change should be

made in sentence 9?

F Change Then to Than

G Change Ivan to ivan

H Change swims to swam

J Change save to safe

5 What change is needed in

sentence 15?

A Change at to to

B Change beach to beech

C Change and to but

D Change built to builded

11Dix

2 What change, if any, is

needed in sentence 5?

F Change didn’t to did’nt

G Change I to i

H Change had to have

J Change to to too 11Dxi

6 What change, if any, is

needed in sentence 17?

F Change me to myself

G Change ran to ranned

H Change wavees to waves

J Make no change

7 How should sentence 18 be

changed?

A Change immediate to

immediately

B Change jumped to jump

C Change after to into

D Change him to himself

8 How should sentence 20 be written?

F Such a really fun day.

G Such a fun day for me and Ivan.

H It was such a fun day.

J A fun day for Ivan and me.

9 What change is necessary in sentence 21?

A Change night to nite C Change the period to a question mark

B Change had to have D Change myself to me 11Dvii

11Dviii

11Dii 11Dvi

11Diii 11Dv

11Di
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12 Based on the text, what can the reader tell about the

relationship between Yuri and his brother Ivan? Use evidence from

the text to support your answer.

Read the following quote:

THINK about kindness in your life. It could be a time when others

were kind to you, a time when you were kind to others, or a time

when other people were kind to one another.

WRITE about a time in your life when someone was kind to you or

you were kind to someone else. Tell about the act of kindness, why

it was important, and how it impacted the people involved.

Be sure to:

 plan out your first draft

 organize your writing with a narrative structure

 include an introduction and a conclusion

 develop your writing in detail and be specific

 choose your words carefully

 use correct spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar,

and sentences

Written Composition: Personal Narrative

No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever

wasted. -Aesop

Use separate paper for your rough draft and composition.
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10 What change should be

made in sentence 22?

F Change He to Him

G Change did’nt to didn’t

H Delete the comma

J Change of to off

11 What change, if any, is

needed in sentence 24?

A Change is to was

B Change best to better

C Change bigger to big

D Capitalize ever

8B, 11

11Dx 11Div


